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INTRODUCTION
- brief intro to importance of novel attributes of consumer-facing innovations for which business models can create new value
- pre-prepared wall collages with 10 dLCIs in four domains, ranked vertically by potential disruptiveness and horizontally by potential impact on emissions


GENERAL COMMENTS

- Christensen disruptiveness has many dimensions, but singular emphasis here is on novel attributes
* clear emphasis required on B2C, consumer-facing goods & services, novel value proposition for consumers i.e., upstream, structural, infrastructural, governance innovations may be critical enablers, but they’re of secondary emphasis in this context
- needs clarifying if developing country context is also relevant (for the purposes of this workshop - no)
- ‘low carbon’ or ‘green’ (or ‘efficient’) as an attribute is relevant for all the dLCIs!
- dLCIs variably push towards personalisation (e.g., control) or communality (e.g., clubs, networks): so there’s both individual-collective, and standardised-personalised dimensions to attributes
- disruptive innovation is often combinatorial (e.g., SAEVs)


MOBILITY
(n=6 participants reorganised rankings of dLCIs by disruptiveness X CO2 emissions; see photos)

examples of dLCIs
flying cars (probably not low C)
shared autonomous electric vehicles (SAEVs) = autonomous + car-sharing + EV
online retail
micro-mobility (1 - 2 seaters)
high efficiency cars & SUVs
flex-fuel vehicles
personal EVs (as opposed to shared EVs)
personal autonomous vehicles (as opposed to shared, SAEVs)
international high-speed rail & night trains
car-sharing: needs to distinguish peer-to-peer relay rides, one-way rides, free-floating car sharing (drop off anywhere e.g., Car2Go), traditional car sharing (e.g., ZipCar)
ride-sharing = car-pooling (e.g., Scoop)
tele-commuting (work)


novel attributes
EVs - home charging (cf. active involvement) + quiet + fun to drive (quiet, informated - iPad on wheels)
SAEVs - flexibility, cheap, less ownership hassle (cf. duty of care)
online retail - ease of purchase, increased range of choice (less heuristic decision making?)

scale up & impact on emissions
not discussed


CITIES & HOUSING
(n=7 participants reorganised rankings of dLCIs by disruptiveness X CO2 emissions; see photos)

examples of dLCIs
nano-clothes (thermally adaptive to personal comfort level)
nano-paint [traps air as insulating layer + reflects heat]
energy delivered as a service (e.g., heating not boilers, lighting not lightbulbs)
lithium air energy storage
water harvesting technologies
PV materials (BIPV) not panels
fuel cells at various scales (water electrolysis)
robotic home/office appliances (e.g., vacuum cleaners)
zero energy districts: unclear how this is a consumer-facing innovation (and it’s consequence)

novel attributes
PV - allows net production
Internet of Things - connectivity & control seamlessly at fingertips
nano-clothes - cost, granularity, comfort, universal use (adaptive to different climate conditions)
energy as a service - more mobile society due to less tied-in responsibilities (to product ownership)
zero energy districts - push towards community involvement
robot vacuum cleaners - time saving

in general: personalisation -> e.g., Internet of Things, nano-clothing

scale up & impact on emissions
LED lighting - rebound effect from increased use
more generally: novel attributes increase use
IoT, smart meters, smart buildings will restructure economies in advanced countries (with impacts on e.g., jobs)
clothing is one of ‘dirtiest’ industries ever (in terms of pollution, social costs)


FOOD
(n=3 participants reorganised rankings of dLCIs by disruptiveness X CO2 emissions; see photos)

examples of dLCIs
vertical farming = greenhouse farming with shelves! i.e., the vertical farming + urban farming + modular farming pods + greenhouse with LEDs + hydroponics are all a cluster of urban farming-related innovations
food volume reduction + reduced food waste are interlinked and critically important
insects

attributes

scale up & impact on emissions
vertical farming and other urban farming systems are all constrained by space and the needs to sustain a material balance (e.g., fertiliser/earth/substrate inputs)
cultured meat is moved up (more disruptive) and right (more emission reductions) assuming it displaces meat consumption as a mass source of high protein ... but it’s expensive!


ENERGY SUPPLY & DISTRIBUTION
(n=4 participants reorganised rankings of dLCIs by disruptiveness X CO2 emissions; see notes on photos)

general: energy supply & distribution tends not to be consumer-facing, but rather enabling of other innovations

examples of dLCIs
distributed storage
mass nuclear (localised & containerised cf. current military applications)

attributes
low carbon
green
local
peer-to-peer trading: independence
V2G offers little new for consumers: why would you reduce the capacity of your vehicle to be always available for use?

attributes, disruptiveness
micro-wind turbines: disruptive but not as much as PV as fewer places
large-scale grid storage: no consumer value proposition
ESCOs: very high potential emission reductions - but most customers not interested
micro-grids: emissions impact depends on C content of the power
